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Slide 7 Borges quote 
What is short fiction? Why not say ‘short story’? Short fiction as a term sets up different kinds of 
expectations than ‘short story’, I think. What does one think of when thinking of a ‘story’ in its 
traditional sense? Most likely the traditional story setup, having a beginning, a middle, and an end. 
This is not necessarily so with short fiction or with any kind of ‘story’ writing one may encounter. 
In the sense that short fiction needn’t be prescriptive, then, it makes sense that the term is 
preferred since it is more inclusive than ‘short story’.  
The quote from Borges (pronounced Horhay Lou-eez Borhay) is devilishly simple yet contains 
multitudes. On the surface he is saying that the short story (for which I will say ‘short fiction’) is, 
simply, essential for all purposes unlike a novel. The first thing we have to think about here are 
the differences between these two modes of writing. What is a novel? What does it do? Why is it 
not “for all purposes, essential”? 
 
Slides 8 - 13 How is Short Fiction Different from Novels 
To unpack Borges’ opinion, he implies that novels are not (cannot be) short fiction. They are by 
necessity longer works and these longer works are able to delve more deeply into psyches of 
characters and offer more insight not to mention physical descriptions. This is not to say that 
novels, even long ones, cover absolutely everything about their characters and settings. Rather, 
novels have the opportunity to give the reader more than they would get in a piece of short 
fiction. 
 
Also, novels, on account of their sheer length, are normally standalone publication, unlike short 
fiction which are usually part of a larger publication like an anthology or a collection. There are 
no absolute criteria for the number of pages a piece of writing must be before being considered a 
novel. It’s one of those cases of “I know it when I see it”, to use an entirely unhelpful idiom.  
 
Novels can be character driven – as I’ve mentioned just a moment ago, novels have the luxury of 
choice in terms of how much and how deep the level of information given is – or plot driven. 
The difference between the two is usually apparent. In a character driven novel there may not be 
much action and the prose may be contemplative, told in either first person or third person 
omniscient narration, and give detailed history and/or insight into characters’ states of being and 
opinions. In a plot driven novel, characters are developed, but the focus is on the action of the 
story.  
 
And, in general, novels are more likely to satisfy a reader’s expectation of a ‘story’. That is, novels 
are more likely to have a suitable beginning, middle, and end. This is not a rule, however, and 
there are many novels that buck this traditional mode of storytelling. For the purposes of our 
argument today, though, let’s all agree that a novel is the more likely mode of writing that will tell 
a traditional ‘story’ 
 
The last thing Borges says is that short fiction is ‘essential’. Why aren’t novel’s “for all purposes, 
essential”? We have to think about what “essential” means first. Essential is another way of 
saying fundamentally necessary. I don’t think Borges is saying that novels are unnecessary, but I 
do think that he refers to short fiction as essential because they seem a more natural way of 
telling a story. It is not normally the case that when we tell each other stories, we sit down and 
talk to somebody for hours on end without any break in a narrative. If you were to read a novel 



without stopping, that’s how long it would take. Short fiction, on the other hand, is digestible in 
one sitting (usually) and mimics the history of storytelling much better than the novel (which is 
almost as recent an invention as the short story). The novel, as we know it, came about 
sometime in the 1700s in Britain and marked a break in the more public and shorter forms of 
storytelling, such as reading pieces aloud and telling stories orally. In this way, then, I think 
Borges’ point about short fiction being essential is in reference to the long tradition of oral 
storytelling which morphed into what we would now call the short story. Namely, a tale that is 
told in brief that does not take very long (how long is up to you) to relate and gives the most 
important points in order to have the story understood by an audience. 
 
Slides 14 - 21 A Very Short History: Short Fiction is Derivative 
If short fiction is clearly not a novel, the natural question is what constitutes the ‘short’ of short 
fiction? To answer this question, we have to look at some examples of short fiction from the 
form’s entire history. Like all human storytelling, short fiction is rooted in the oral tradition. You 
can imagine that, before the invention of written language, various peoples’ mode of transmitting 
information and stories was chiefly oral. Myths and fables, for instance, are but two examples of 
the kind of short fiction (though some may not consider them fiction) I am talking about. We 
may not think about short fiction like this, but it does have a very long chronological history. A 
very long history that I am going to go over in under five minutes. I do not intend for this to be 
comprehensive, but rather an introduction to the form we are more used to reading. Most of the 
information I am giving here is decidedly Eurocentric. Other forms of writing were happening 
all over the world, but since the European tradition is the one with the most direct outside 
influence on North American traditions, and for economics of time, this is the one I am using to 
illustrate my history here. 
 
30000 – 6600 Oral Traditions: 
Examples in France and Australia from about 30,000 years ago show evidence of the first cave 
paintings. These paintings may be regarded as many things, among which story telling aids is one. 
Also included in this quite long period are the many myths, creation stories, and other tales from 
peoples all over the world. We may or may not wish to apply the term ‘fiction’ to this form 
storytelling, but it is nevertheless part of the history of short story “telling”. The terminal date of 
6600BCE is simply a placeholder indicating the approximate date of the first signs of written 
language began to appear. 
 
620 – 560 Aesop: 
To give an example of “how short is short?” I’d like to show you an example of a very short 
short story. A fable, in fact. Aesop’s fable of the fox and the grapes. It is said that this story, 
dating from somewhere in the vicinity of 620 and 560 BCE. 
 
500-1500 Middle Ages: 
Now I’m going to jump way ahead in time to the Middle Ages, or Medieval period. The timeline 
I am using here is English, but it should be acknowledged that the Middle Ages applies to most 
of Europe during this period. Even though Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales is usually published as a 
single volume, it actually contains various tales that do not necessarily encompass a larger work. 
If you’ve read any of the tales, you know that it is difficult to join many of them together. This, 
plus the fact that Chaucer did not get a chance to finish all the tales he had planned before he 
died. The point of choosing Canterbury Tales as a part of the history of short fiction is that the 
tales themselves, might be considered a kind of proto-short fiction. In each tale we have, each 
teller is a different character telling a different story to a group of travellers who are on their way 



to see the Archbishop of Canterbury. Some tales are about the teller themselves while others are 
about something or someone else entirely. Chaucer’s tales play with the narrative voice in much 
the same way that modern short fiction does. For example, Eileen Chang’s Jasmine Tea begins in 
second person narrative – speaking directly to the audience – and then goes into third person. 
The brief excerpt I’m going to read from Chaucer is the tale of the Knight, who begins to tell a 
story not about his knightly exploits and heroic actions, but rather a story about a Duke of 
Athens.  
 
1800s – Today Modern Short Fiction: 
Edgar Allen Poe is usually credited with creating the ‘modern’ short story, but others such as the 
Brothers Grimm were influential in writing short fiction that would inspire nineteenth century 
short fiction writers in English. What Poe did do is create a prescriptive theory for the short 
story based on the reader’s psychology (which required the reader to digest the story at a single 
sitting to allow the tale’s ‘unity of effect’ its full impact) and showcased this in his well known 
stories such as “The Fall of the House of Usher” (1839) and “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” 
(1841). Poe, in fact, wrote almost exclusively in the medium of the short story, writing only one 
novel in his lifetime. I am skipping over many other short fiction writers to bring us up to the 
current period so we can talk about Eileen Chang some more. And I first want to give an 
example from Jasmine Tea. 
 
Slide 21 Short Fiction is Derivative 
“This pot of jasmine tea that I’ve brewed for you may be somewhat bitter; this Hong Kong tale 
that I’m about to tell you may be, I’m afraid, just as bitter. Hong Kong is a splendid city, but a 
sad one too. 
First, pour yourself a cup of tea, but be careful – it’s hot! Blow on it gently. In the tea’s curling 
steam you can see…a Hong Kong public bus on a paved road, slowly driving down a hill. A 
passenger stands behind the driver, a big bunch of azaleas in his arms. The passenger leans 
against an open window…” (“Jasmine Tea” 79) 
 
“JT” opens with a second person narration. The narrator is speaking, seemingly, directly to the 
reader. She (I don’t know why I’ve chosen to give the narrator a gender – perhaps because I 
picture it as Chang herself) instructs you to come in and pour yourself a cup of tea, which she 
equates to Hong Kong: bitter and hot. In the tea’s “curling steam” she shifts the focus from the 
tea itself to the opening scene of the story. The steam acts like a projection screen and the 
narration changes from second to third person, though the second person is still in place. 
Namely, you, the reader, remain the audience of this story. The difference is that you are no 
longer being addressed by the narrator. This opening sequence plays with form and Chang does 
this throughout the story by switching the action suddenly. I’ll give a few more examples of this 
in a moment. What I want you to notice with this passage is that this particular style is derived 
from a much longer tradition, not only in the history that I’ve outlined here, but also writing 
traditions that Chang would have been exposed to and influenced by. Keeping the derivative 
nature of short fiction in mind, I’d like to revisit the question “what is short fiction?” and expand 
upon it. 
 
Slide 22 Alice Munro Quote 
I think the Alice Munro quote above provides a fairly good distinction between short fiction and 
novels. Short fiction, in Munro’s estimation, is the black room at the centre of the house with all 
other rooms leading to and away from it. What does she mean by “black room”? Perhaps her 
black room is a void or vacuum and a piece of short fiction is the choice a writer (or reader) 



makes in selecting which room of the house (the story) they will see. The black room is a starting 
point and the short fiction writer is able to show but one room of many. The house of short 
fiction, as it were, is at home in darkness and is brought to life (brought to light?) one room at a 
time. I think this theory of short fiction makes sense. Unlike a novel, which is a much more in 
depth study of not only a story’s background and makeup but also its characters, short fiction is 
a glimpse and it purposely leaves out details that would bog the reader down or are simply not 
important enough to warrant being in the story itself. 
That is why, like poetry, every detail in a piece of short fiction matters. The words are chosen 
very carefully because they need to have maximum effect. 
 
Slide 23 Room of a Larger House 
“After taking all those bits that he garnered or guessed, and constructing from them, for the first 
time, a coherent story, he finally saw how it was” 
(“Jasmine Tea” 92) 
 
CQ puts together the pieces of information he gleans from his mother’s maid to construct the 
story of his mother’s life. Her story is told by our third person omniscient narrator, mediated 
through CQ’s consciousness, and informed by the maid. This is but one “room” of the larger 
“house” in “JT”. There are other things shown through CQ’s consciousness that Prof. Lee has 
gone over. Although there are many characters in this story, it is by and large mediated through 
CQ. By choosing to tell the story the way she does, Chang shows the reader one “room” in the 
larger house. For example, the way the story travels through time. We don’t know what happens 
between the large jumps in time and we are meant to either disregard it or fill in those gaps for 
ourselves. We can be fairly certain that, even though we don’t know what really went on in those 
gaps, CQ continued to be treated in very much the same way by his family while not in school. 
 
Slides 24 - 25 On Diction 
“On a bitter-cold day, a person can be frozen numb and it won’t bother him, but a little warmth 
will make him feel so cold that his heart hurts and his bones ache” (JT 84) 
 
This is heartbreaking yet informative prose. Each word builds upon the last to convey to the 
reader just how terrifyingly alone and neglected Chuanqing is, yet they also offer a glimpse into 
his family life and upbringing. In simple terms, CQ has for so long been a desolate shell, that he 
has stopped noticing except when he is shown some kindness. It is reminiscent of the effect of 
complete darkness and sudden burst of light. Think back to Emily Dickinson’s poem “The 
Soul’s distinct connection” (which many of you chose to write on for your in class essay) in 
which the lightning illuminated the “sheets of place” for a brief moment, that would otherwise 
remain shrouded in the darkness. The lightning, in Dickinson, makes the darkness more 
apparent in the same way that the “little warmth” reminds CQ of his utter misery of feeling. 
 
 
Slide 25 On Translation 
A student wrote to me last week pointing out some of the issues with reading a work in 
translation. This student is a speaker of Mandarin so was able to read the text in both the original 
and the translation. The student pointed out many differences in the Mandarin and English 
versions of “Sealed Off”, but I’ll just share one with you. The student wrote: In the last 
paragraph page 239 , it says "clacking two polished walnuts around and around in his hand". In 
Chinese, an onomatopoeia ("gululu gululu" which is the sound made by clacking two walnuts) is 
actually applied here instead of saying "around and around". Also, instead of "polished", a four 



character idiom (literally translated to "smooth like water with an oily slippery surface") is used 
here which is a better image than the comparatively simple term “polished”. 
There were other examples, but this is an accessible one that shows how different an 
interpretation can be in translation. Now, the walnuts’ sound and how they look may seem like a 
minute detail that has no effect over the story in general, and that may be correct. This is the 
other thing about short fiction – remember when I said that every word counts, like in poetry – 
every description is meaningful because the writer does not put things in their stories by accident.  
 
Slide 26 Eileen Chang’s Work 
So, what does all of this have to do with Eileen Chang’s story Jasmine Tea? What I have tried to 
show by taking an approach to the study of short fiction is that there are a number of factors 
that are involved when reading short fiction. If you recall a few lectures ago when Michael 
Stewart asked you how you came to be reading Bud Osborn’s poetry and elaborated on the very 
precise sets of circumstances that brought that book into your hands and, indeed, brought it into 
being in the first place, you have some idea of what I mean. Basically, Chang’s writing is varied 
and complex. It does not adhere to any sort of “rules” for writing that we think of in terms of 
the classic story model: a story with a beginning, a middle, and an end. In fact, you could argue 
that her writing only tells one aspect of a story, either the beginning, middle, but not likely the 
end. Often her endings leave the reader wanting but also make an indelible impression. There 
may or may not be a moral, as in Aesop’s fables, and they may not give a great amount of detail. 
Also important, however, when reading her work in translation are the cultural and linguistic 
background that many western readers (myself included) lack.  
 
Recap Slide 27 

• How is short fiction different from a novel? 
• Short fiction is derivative of a much longer tradition of digestible storytelling. 
• Short fiction shows only one “room” of a larger house. That is, we don’t always get every 

detail of every character or situation and, one could argue, we don’t need it.  
• The words used in short fiction are chosen carefully and the work they do are for a 

specific purpose. 
• Translations can lead to many interesting interpretations of stories. 

 
There may be things here you want to consider when reading short fiction and doing your 
creative rewrites. Take into account the context of short fiction and think about what is different 
about it and other forms of writing that you have studied and that you know of. It is definitely 
different from, say, poetry and the novel, yet it shares many similarities. What does a piece of 
short fiction leave out? Do you view stories such as Chang’s as incomplete? Are readers the right 
people to judge a work? 
 
Final Slide 28 
One final thought on how I prepared this lecture today. Thank you. 
 
 
 


